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:J/re kn~~ to he as good as an~ published in 
England or America in printing, bin~ing, and format,-
and -therefore will be sure to give perfect satisfaction , 
. -..... 
to teachers and students alike. • l 
a ftbJ . llitancd of l&riti!'f) V!rilmtd to lf]okuti'llo 
~ ·!' - ... 
· •. : ..... : ... wo~thily ptoduced and p!.!inted, and bound -
by craftsmen who care for th i: work. . .......... . 
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- · · -The r.J!i~s Literary Supp'ement. 
· , ; ........... fine print on sp.lendia paper are an honour 
· to Japanese workmanship, and they are published 
- . at about haif· the price which an ·English fi~ 
· would -be obliged to· charge for them ........... ~ .. 
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KANDA: THE.HomUSEIDO PRESS ::TOKYO. 
Good Books of 
Permanent Value! 
Handsomely Bound, Beautifully Printed, 
and Moderately Priced, 
For Your Reading and for the 
Use of Your Classes. 
Here are the bool{s of all sorts,-fiction, belles-lettres, 
essays, speeches, literary criticisms, history, sciences, phi-
losophy and sports,-among which you can pick up any 
items, and which you can buy without any regrets. 
The highest typographical accuracy, beautiful 
printing, artistic binding, excellent paper, and the 
most important of all, the moderate prices of the ··· 
publications are always the features characteristic of the 
Hol\:useido bool\:s. 
Being fully convinced that our publications are in every 
point as good as any British- or Arnerican-published bool\:s, 
and are offered at cheaper . prices, we deem it the greatest 
pleasure to recommend our bool\:s to our English reading 
public at large and for the use of your classes. 
Any amount of your orders will be promptly attended to. 
Many new titles have been added to our ever-increasing list 
of publications. 
Descriptive circulars will be mailed free on application. 
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察引は高学程度の分は ABCJ頓tこ排列し、側へば Selectionsfrom J ack 







Stories frorn Don Quixote 
Stories frorn the Arabian Nights 
Pandra and Other Stories 
Easy Stories -{or Boys and Girls 
SimpIe Practical English Conversation 1. 1. 
間三、四年周
English Grammar and Composition Vol. 1. 
" " " " Vol. 1. Cindellera and Other Stories 
By the Hearth and In the Field 
Cuore 
Fifty Famous Stories 
Twenty More Farnous Stories 
Stories frorn English History 
Stories from Shakespeare 
周囲B 五年用
Grimrn's Fairy Tales 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
Biographical Stories 
Tour through the British Isles 
Wonder-Book 
Practical Eng1ish Conversation 
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STORIES， SKETCHES， NOVELS， etc. 
American Short Stories アメりカスト-lJ 
An Attic Pbilosopher in Paris アチヅグ
Anton Tchehov， Selections from. 1. 1.アνト〆チエホプ
1.20 44 
1.00 30 
各 1.00 31 
Bad Boy， The Story of a ノ者ヅドポーイ
British Short Stories プりテ γ ストーリ
Call of the Wild， The コール
Cltoice N ovelettes 
Christmas Carol， A 
Cricket on the Hearth 
Contemporary Short Stories 
The Country of the Blind & the Door in the Wall 
Edgar Allan Poe， Selections from 
Eminent Authors， Select Pieces from 
English Country Calendar， The 
Eng lish Prose 
Five Short Stories 
Francois Villon 
George Gissing， Selections from 














Happy Prince and Other Tales， Theノ、ツピ 7・9ンス
Hawthorne， Selections from ホーソニノ
J ack London， Selections from タヤグロ〆ド〆
John GaIsworthy， Selections from 7J~ jレス v-~
Jonathan and His Continent タヨナサ〆
Joseph Conrad， Selections from 
Katherine Mansfield， Selections from 
Life and Humanity 
Little Lord Faunteroy 
London Chronicle， A 
Lure of the Sea， The 
Mail-Coach， The English 
MisceIlany of Typical Prose， A 
ftIodel Millionaire and Other Stories， The 
Napoleon Bonaparte， Character of 
OIalla 














































PaviIion on the Links， The 
Quentin Durward 
Rajah's Diamond， The 
Rip Van Winkle and Other Sketches 
Rosamund Gray and Selected Poems 
Sexton's Hero and Other Tales 
Sherlock Holmes， The Memoirs of 
Silas Marner 
Son's Veto and Other Tales， The 
Tagore， Rabindranath (Selections) 
Tales from Charles Dickens 
Tales from Shakespeare 
Tales from Terror and Mystery 
Thornas Hardy， Selections from 
Tom Brown's SchooI Days 
Twelve Best Short Stories 
Three Men in a Boat 
Vicar of Wakefield， The 
アY ピ νヂ 1.20 30 
ノマピりア〆 .50 48 
グヰシテ〆タャYード 1.20 37 
ラミ》アス .50 20 
りプパユ/ 1.00 30 
ロザマ〆ドグνー .80 48 
セグ 3スト ν .80 35 
γ ヤロッグホーム .80 22 







テールスセーグスピア .50 20 
ターラエ〆ドミステ 1) .70 45 
1、ーマスハーテ・- 1.00 32 







ESSA YS， CRITICS 
Amiel' s J ournal アミール 1.00 30 
.80 42 Citizen of the World，τhe γ チズユ/






Culture and Life カルチヤ
Essays of Elia エッセスオプエ'ア
Ethics for Y oung People ヤングヒープル
Glimpses of Modern EngIish Critics 夕、 9ンプセス
How to Get What You Want ~.、ゥ Y グバ、
Helps's Essays 
Henry D. Thoreau， Essays of 
Higher Intelligences 
How to Live on 24 Hours a Day 
Inge and Jacks， Select Essays of 




Matthew Arnold， Selections from 
On Liberty 
ヘルプス .60 34 
へる/l) - Yロー .50 20 
ρ イヤイ〆テ守せνス1.00 38 
戸ウ ~ 1)ウ事 .80 24 
イふ/ゲ 1.20 44 
インテ νグチヤ .70 .31 
9テラりープローズ .80 36 







Pen， Pencil and Poison and Other Esays A ュノ A ~'l )~~ 1.00 36 
Soul of Man， The ソー yレマふ/ .50 46 
Swinton's English Literature， Studies in スウィユノト二/ 2.00 22 
Unto this Last アュノグヂスラスト 1.00 21 
Use of Life， The ユース .50 15 
Virginibus Puerisque パークニパス .38 19 
Walter Pater， Selections from ペーター 1.00 37 
SCIENCES， PHILOSOPHY 
Biological， Scientic Readings バイオロぴカル 未定 51 
Essays on Modern Problems モダンプロプV ムズ 1.20 41 
Essence of Modern Idealism， The モターンアイテ・アリフ:ム 1.00 46 
Making of Man， The メーキングゃマニ/ 1.00 32 
Moral Ideas and Social Life ソγ アルライブ .80 43 
PhiIosoph and Science， The Fathers フfロゾヒエシドサfヱシス 1.00 47 
Social Evolution ソシアJレイボJレ-::..ヨシ .80 43 
Social Problems ソγ アルプロプ"vムズ .80 43 
Wisdom and Life， The ウィプ:ドム 1.00 47 
W orld before Man， The ワールドビフォアマシ 1.00. 32 
DRAMAS 
Extracts from Shakespeare エキストラクツ セークスピア 1.50 4() 
Five Short Plays ブァイアプνー .60 39 
litle Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatist テ〆ドラマ 1.30 4(} 
One-Act Plays， Contemporary '9手/アグト 1.00 ，~ 
BIOGRAPHY 
Aotobiography， Modern Masterpieces of オートバイオ 1.00 49 
Seven Great Men of To-Day セブ*〆グゃvートメン .60 42 
SPORTS 
Modern Sports， Readings in 毛グ〆スポーク 1.00 49 
POETRY 
Comus and Lycidas ゴーマス .40 2() 
English Poems イングリ γ ポヱムズ .70 39 
English Verses ノξーセス 1.00 38 
Enoch Arden and LocI¥sley Hall ェy・/ }J アーアュノ .25 19 
Introdotion to English Poetry， An イシトロダFクシヨンポヱトリ 1.00 50 
Poems on Evening and Night イブゅニングw ナイト 1.50 3~ 
COMPOSITION 
IIigher English Composition l、lタ コンポジシヨン ]. .so 49 
CHEAP EDITIONS 
A1icias Diary アリジアス .30 19 
Defendant， The デ、プェユノターふ/1、 .20 " l¥-Iy Adventures in London マイ アド、ペンチヤ 20 " ‘R.ikki-Tikld-Tavi' and Red Dog りキテキ .25 " Shakespeare， Selections from セーググピア抄 .20 " Silence サイレふ/ス .20 " TalI{ and Talkers トーグヱユノドトーか .25 " 
The Coming World Unity カミング .20 " 
Three Strangers， The スリースト νンテ・ャ .20 " 
Twenty-Six Men and a Girl トウエシテシキスメン .20 " 
Virtue and Other Stories パーチュー .20 " 、~arrior' s Soul， The }7 - 1Jアス ソー pレ .20 " 
THE羽TORKSOF LAFCADIO HEARN 
A History of English Literature -""Jレシエfプシガクシ
Essays on American Literature アメリカ ブシガクロン
Some Strange English Literary Figures ヨ号ミシンデミノ
Lectures on Shakespeare サオーロ与/
Lectures on Prosody フ。ロソテ"ー
LAFCADIO HEARN SERIES 
Life and Literature ラfフエンドリテレチヤ
Stories and Sketches ストりースナチヱス
Lands and Seas ラνフミ
Poets and Poems γ ミ/~ 1、 γ
J"apan and the Japanese ミ?ヤノマミ/
Romance and Reason ロマンス
Facts and Fancies プァググ
The Priest and his Disciples 












































第二巻iこ入って， Complex Sentence， Compound Sentence 
の要素れる各種のClauseや設き，その構成に必要な接綾詞，関係
代名詞，関係形容詞，関係副iii~た論じ，ついで Tense， Mood， 




~ Book 1. 








Boys and Girls 
By 
Frank H. Lee， B.A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
OF COMMERCE， AND AT THE PEERS' SCHOOL. 
AUTHOR OF “THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR" 


























Boys and Girls 
By 
Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROF巨SSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 
OF COMMERCE， AND AT THE PEERS' SCHOOL. 
AUTHOR OF “THE ENGLISH COUNTRY CALENDAR " 













1. THE VOYAGE . 
11. AT THE SEASIDE IN ENGLAND 
IV. FISHING. 
V. AN EXCURSION . 
VI. TRA VELLING . 
VII. THE NEW BOY . 
4 
PREFACE 
I feel that I owe some slight apology to all Japanese 
students of English for venturing to add. this contribution 
of mine to the already very considerable number of text-
books on English Conversation. The only excuse, however, 
which I can pres~me to offer is that I have followed a method 
differing to a certain extent from that adopted by the major-
. ity of authors of such books. It has always seemed to me 
that there is a great lack of continuity, with consequent lack 
of interest, in a book largely consisting of more or less dis-
connected words and phrases, \\rhich might severally be of 
service in various contingencies~ 
I believe the primary idea in the compilation of a Con-
versation Book is that the sentences shall be committed to 
memory by the student, so that he shall be able to produce 
a ready-made question or answer should the occasion for its 
employment arise. 
In my opinion, however, to endeavour to learn by heart 
large numbers of such sentences is the gravest error which 
can be made in learning a language. Naturally there are a 
few stock expressions which must be learnt by the beginner, 
but these are few and easily acquired whilst he is still fresh 
and filled with enthusiasm. 
This book is a Conversation Book, but it is not filled 
with sentences to be learned off parrot-like, but to be read 
over frequently, so as to acquire an English atmosphere. I 
want the reader to put himself in the place of the young 
Japanese \¥ho is being sent to school in England. I wish the 
reader, as it were, to travel in the boy's place and make the 
boy's friends his ovvn friends. If he can do that, he can swim 
in the sea that washes the shores of England, can climb the 
hil1s of Scotland, and can take his place with English boys in 
an English public school. 




THE BRITISH ISLES 
Adαpted from Carpente〆sGeogrlαphical Reαder 
中皐三、四年程度
〈昭和四年十二月廿四日文部省検定済〉






















BY ALBERT F. BLAISDELL 
中毒さ三、四年程度
(昭和四年十二月二十日文部省検定済〉
絵入 154頁昭和 5.臨時定債 52銭送料四銭
本書i工，米人 AlbertF. Blaisdell氏が彼の図の少年少女の震に書い




















Y oung S ludenls 
中率三、四年程度
く文部省検定出願中〉














HAlVl LET， rI・HETEMPEST~ KING LEAR， THE TAMING 
OF THE SlJREW~ AS YOU LIKE IT， CYMBELINE， 
PELICLES， T1IE l¥1ERCHANT OF VENICE. 
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Stories from the Arabian Nights 
(丈部省検定済〉ゆ率三年程度
133頁.昭和5年海時定償47銭送料6銭
“ARABIAN NIGHTS' ENTERTAINMENTS" ('1 
普アラビアの常庭で、美しいオ媛勺J毎夜王様にお話
し中上げれ物語ごいふ庭γ らつげれ名前で、東洋諸








西洋で有名なお伽噺ら集めれ Lのであります。段め ! 
てあるものは--Pandora， Midas， Puss-in-Boots， ! 
J ack and the Beanstalk， Beauty and the Beast， Jack i I 
the GiょntKiller， Dick Whittington and His Cat， 1 






































EASY STORIES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
80頁.昭和 5.臨時定債37銭送料4銭
本書'1最近英図で出版されれ最も高評あろ 9ーダ中より日本の事生iこ興
味わるものた選ぴ編纂されれものである。内容は ThePied Piper， The 
Three Bears， Snow White and Rose Red， Potter's Gift， Little Red 
Riding Hood， The Brown Toad， Tom Thumb. 
CINDERELLA AND OTHER STORIES 
中撃三、女与さ校四年程度(文部省検定済〉
123頁.昭和5.臨時定債52銭迭料6銭
内容は Cinderella，The Sleeping Beauty， The Fisherman and His ¥Vife， 
An Odd Pair of Slippers， Beauty and the Beast， The Wonderful 
Pitcher， Golden Wings等の有名な話であります。




The What Cat; The Three Little Pigs; On Birds; 
How Jim ¥Vent Fishing; The Three Bears; On 
Flowers; The Straw， The Coal， and the Bean; The Elves and the 
Shoemaker; On the Bakker; Hansel and Gretel; Why the Sea is 
Salt; On Animal等の有盆なお伽噺さ玉虫科のお誌が入ってゐます。
11 
“CUORE" A BOOK FOR BOYS By EDMOND DE AMICIS 














T wenty More F amous Stories 
By James Baldwin 
中撃四年程度〈文部省検定機〉
160頁.昭和5年臨時定債55銭送料6銭
Fifty Famous Storiesの著者 James Baldwinが少
年男女の?こめに更に ThirtyMore Famous Stories 
た著はしれ、その著書の中、日本の撃生に最も興味の
あるやうなものら二十篇撰んにものは本舎であります。本書む叉教科書
さして寅に気持の£い美しい本であります。 取むるものは Columbus 
and the Egg，“Eureka !"， Galileo and the Lamps， Sir Isaac Newtton 
and the Apple， The First Printer， John Gutenberg and the Voices， 
James Watt and the Teakettle， Dr. Johnson and His Father， Webster 
and the Woodchuck， "As Rich as Crasus" The Gordian Knot， King 
Richard and Blondel， The Fall of Troy， Penelope's Web， How Rorno 
was F ounded，“Delenda est Carthago!" Hannibal， the Hero of Car-







の十二篇ら選んであります。 TheSleeping Beauty; 
One-Eye， Two-Eyes ; and Three-Eyes; Hansel and 
Gretel; Cinderella; The Three Feathers; The Vallant LittIe Tailor; 
The Golden Goose; The Musicians of Bremen; Thumbling; The Blue 
Light; I-Ians in Luck; The Cleaver Gretel. 
Andersen's Fairy Tales 
中毒さ四、五年程度(丈部省検定済〉
105頁.昭和 5.臨時定債 39銭送料4銭
The Daisy， The Ugly Ducking， Little Ida's Flowers， 
The Tinder Box， The Fir-Tree， The Constant Tin 
Soldier， The Nightingale， Five Out of One Pod. 
SANDER'S 
Union Fourth Reader (SELECTED) 
中事上級用(文部省検定済〉

























' . - .. ... . ... . .-
HIGH GRADE SCHOOL ... ~ : -
·TEXT-BOOKS -- ---
r·-··········· ............................. .................................. ··········:--·· 
I BE SURE YOU GET 
ONLY THE BEST! 
Good CCext-Boo/es 
Sa·ve 50 ojo of CCeachers' 
Labour 
l Absence of misprints, moderate prices, l 
l:: fine·' printing, beauty of types, superior ~ 
! quality ot paper, good taste and dura-l 
: bility in binding, and excellent editing 1 
: . 
i are among the infallible merits, worthy of an estab- i i i 
1 lished reputation, of all the publications of Hokuseido, 1 I which also is · known to be ! 
' 
highly punctual in meeting orders, never 
causing inconvenience to customers. 
However, in ease of large orders, for use in school 
rooms, for ,instance, customers are requested to notify 
Hokuseido of thei.r orders at the same time they place 
them with their local dealers. This is necessary so that 
possible mistakes in taking the orders will be eliminat-
ed and to insure the delivery of orders that might have 
been . ~ken by unauthorized dealers. Ji 
Your patronag ~ is always appreciated 
by Hokuseido 
·---------..--------·-·-····-·······-·····--·-····----····-----·,.............._-........... 
THE USE OF LIFE 







How To Get What Y ou Want 







Jonathan and His Continent 
By Max O'Rell 
く高校一年程度〉
162頁定償 60銭送料6銭
Max O'RelI l工雅援で、本名l!Paul Bouetさ謂ぴ、
英の筆軽妙にして誠刺に富んたものである。
A Miscellany of Typical Prose 
(高校一年程度)
128頁定債 50銭詮料4銭
Thoreau， Chesterton， Daudet， Helps， Galsworthy， 
Conrad， Belloc， Tolstoy， Benne1t， Arnold， Gissing， 




STORIES AND ESSA YS 
f高校一年程度〉
285定債80銭送料 6銭
Anonymous. -Lord Avebury. -:-N. Hawthorne.-C. I 
c. Everett.-Conan Doyle.-P. G. Hamerton. -W. 1I 
s. Marden. - Charles Lamb.-J. K. Jorome.一AllanPoe. 1I 
説副本手足立すt之傑作らか、論文ミ随筆ミル交代lこ取入れれ i 
HALF HOURS wIth MODERN ¥VRITERS 
(高校一年程度〉
157頁定(買 60銭送料4銭
Samuel Smiles - Max O'Rell - Lord . t¥vebury-
Jerome K. Jerome - o. S. Marden -Walt宅rEln-
manuel-J. S. Blackie-E. Souvestre-Mary RusseH 











The Happy Prince， The Selfish Giant， The Nightingale and the Rose， 
The Y oung King， The Star-Child. 
The Model Millionaire 
and Other Stories 
(高校一年程度〉
72頁定i質的銭送料4銭
The Model Millionaire， The Sphinx without a Secret， 
The Canterville Ghost. 
16 
Select Pieces from Eminent Authors 
(高校一年程度〉
122頁 定償 60銭迭料6銭
Pathological， Kusa-Hibari (Lαfcadio I-learn ¥ The 
Last Class (Alphonse Dαudet). Different Kinds of 
Heroes (C. C. Everett)， Lucy， By the Sea， The 
Reaper (William Wordsωorth). The Nightingale 二 .;..~: 二 J
(I-Ians C. Andersen). Devid Swan， The Vision of the Fountain (Nathαniel 
Hαωthorne). The Little Brother-in-Charge (Florence Montgびmery'・
The Desert C.4lexander W. Kinglαke). Break， Break， Break; Tears， 
Idle Tears; Crossing The Bar (Alfred Tennyso'n). Sunday (.George 
Gおslng). J¥ Night among the Pines (R. L. Steveπson). 
BRITISH SHORT STORIES 






10 Please His Wife (ThomαS HIαrdy). Markheim (R. L. Stevenson). 
A. Daughter of the Lodge (George Gissing). ¥Vithout Benefit of 
Clergy (Rudyαrd Kipling'. Il Conde (Joseph Conrad). The Lord of 
the Dynamos (11'. G. Wells;. A Mil1er of Dee， Once More (John 
Galsworthy). The Letter and the Lie， The Tight Hand (Ar.nold Bennett). 
CHOICE NOVELETTES 
Edited by S. Umemoto 
(高校一、二年程度〉
上製 194頁定住!1図詮科8銭
The Broken Boot (J ohn GαIS'lL'orthy). Bewitched 
(Edith Whαrton '. Statement of Gabriel Foot， High-
wayman (A. Quiller Uouch¥ Bread (Joseph Her-
gesheimer). The Garden Party (Kαtherine Mans-
jield). The Return (Sherwood Anderson). The 














SILENCE By Leonidas Andreieff 
τ可iVENTY-SIXMEN AND A GIRL By Maxim Gorky 
My Adventures in London By De Quincey 
The Coming World Unity By H. RandaIl 
THE WARRIOR'S SOl疋"" By Joseph Conrad 
Virtue and Other Stories By J ohn Galsworthy 
THE DEFENDANT By G. K. ~hesterton 









Selections from Shakespeare 32 pp. 20銭
The Merchant of Venice-Act lV. Hamlet. JuIius 
Caesar-Scene 11. 
‘Rikki-Tikki・Tavi'and Red Dog By R. Kipling 59 pp. 25銭
Kiplingの名動物小説であって自然界から人間界へ這って3まると云つ大
興味ある議物である.
THE THREE STRANGERS By Thomas Hardy 
Talk and Talkers By R. L. Stevenson 
Alicia's Diary By Thomas Hardy 
Enoch Arden and Locksley HaI1 By Alfred Tennyson 
MAHOMET By Thomas Carlyle 
MARTIN Ll月、HER By Thomas Carlyle 
The Character of Napoleon Bonaparte 
The Country of the Blind and the Door in the WaI1 
By H. G. Wells 











MiJton: COMUS AND L YCIDAS 
定償 40銭送料 2銭
TALES FROM SHAK.ESPEARE 
By Charles and Mary Lamb 
87買三色ロ絵入美本定債 50銭送料 4銭
Hamlet. Prince of Denmark. -Romeo and Juliet. -The Merchant 
of Veniceの三篇をl伎を九
~"'HE RAJAH'S DIAMOND 
By R. L. Stevenson 122頁定償 50銭送料 4銭
Francois Vill::>n By R. L. Stevenson 
定償 50銭送料 4銭
TaJess from Charles Dickens 定償 35銭送料 4鋒
A Christmas Carol. -Dr. Manette's M~uscript. 
Olalla 
R. L. Stevenson 定償 38銭送料 4銭
定償 38銭送科 4銭ESSA YS OF ELIA 
By Charles Lamb 
Dream-Children. A Reverie. The Praise of Chimney-sweepers， A Dis-
sertation upon Roast Pig， The Superannuated Man， Old China. 
ESSAYS OF 
HENRY D. THOREAU 
Selections from Walden 
凶六剣美本定償 50銭送料 6銭
Iミeading，Sounds， Solitude， Visitors， Higher Laws. 
Little Lord Fauntleroy 
By Frances I王odgsonBurnett 
















Life， W orks， General 
Characteristics. 




THE PLEASURES OF 
OPIUM. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE 
P AINS OF OPIUM. 
THE PAINS OF OPIUM. 
klF頁笑よ5F主定債 1回 送料 8銭
本書に取っt:原文民一入二一年初めて「倫敦部誌!に1&裁ぜられ積書
界ら鷺倒さぜナ:英文皐中務に見ろ名文として今u批評家の間に滋賀ぜら
れてゐる所謂 Original issue そのま込のものであリます。
巻末今 Notest工一宇一句l二刻円iこイナt1 't~ 綿密、周到な全く哀心的のし
ので、英米出版¢同一詮探書と比較して宅も遜色がな U、。 DeQuincey 
研究の好資料さしてまれ高等程度の英文教科書さして上乗のものであリ
ますO
U nto this Last 
by John Ruskin 
壬~~dited ~V1:íh Notes by 
Y onesaku Otagiri 












LIFE AND HUMANITY 
四六卵J美本 132頁定債 60銭浴料 6銭
Washington Irving， John Burroughs， N. Hawthorne， Thomas Moor， 
Hugh Miller， Anaiole France， Lafcadio Hearn， P. B. SheIley， John 




By CONAN DOYLE 
上製 188頁定債 80銭訟料 8銭
Silver Blaze.一一一The Crooked :rvlan.ー-TheNaval 
Treaty.一一TheFinal Problem. 
The Lure of the Sea 
Edited by K. Sudo 
四六タj美本定{買 1恒! 怠料 8銭
John Masefield :-Port of Many Ships， Sea Super-
stition， A Sailor's Yarn， From the Spanish， l¥.Valediction. 
The Golden City of St. Mary， Trade Winds， Sea-fever， 
A ¥Vanderer's Song， The Tarry Buccaneer， Lyrics from 
‘The Buccaneer.' Joseph Conrad:--Youth. Clark RusseJJ:-
The Mystery of the Ocean Star， Cahns and Seas. Samuel Cole-
ridge:-The Rime of the Ancient 1¥1訂 lner.
? ?
~切ínton'~ ~tubíe5 in 
(fnglisb JLiteratur 
With Appendix 
Edited by T. MINEO 
問六~!IJ美本約 450 頁定債 2 I 送料 10銭
詰ょ4
FIVE SHORT STORIES 
By R. L. STEVENSON 
191頁上製定俊1回選料6銭 z 
(高校一、二年程度) 1 
Will O'The Mill. -The Bottle Imp.一 TheIsIe of I 
Voωiω一rh恥eWalf Woman一Proviほde…andthe I 
Guitar. 
Twelve Best Short Stories 
From British and American Writers 








Lafcadio Hearn. -Stockton. -Kipling. -Irving.-Galsworthy. 
一-Ha wthorne. -Mark Twain. -Gissing. -J acobs.-Pain. -0. 
Henry.-Boyd. 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
By Charles Dickens 
Edited， with Notes by S. UCHIDA 
上製 158頁定債 1図途半、l6銭
The Cricket on the Hearth 
By C. Dickens Edited， with Notes by S. UCHIDA 
上製157頁定債 1厨送料6銭
Glimpses of Modern English Critics 1 
62頁定債 50銭送料4銭 1 
Matthew Arnold， Wa1ter Pater， Oscar Wilde， Arthur Symons 等の li 
評論ら集めt:英丈墜研究者必、議の真書である。 1
23 
How to Live on24Hours aDayil 
By Arncld Bennett 
Edited， with Preface by K. HANAZONO 
上製定債80銭送料6銭
Bennet (1現英図文壇に於~j る才人であって、本書 l1
敵米の護物界に於て非常な好評も博しつ hあるもの
℃ある。
THE CALL OF THE WILD by Jad三London





る門倉阪の Preface b London の appreciationIこ
好~考ごなる。
The English Country. Calendar 
By Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AT THE TOKYO UNIVERSITY 














“A land of just and old .renown， 
¥Vhere Freedom broadens down 
From precedent to precedent." 
(Tennyson). 
¥VEA1'HER AND CLIMATE 
The English1nan' s love of grumbling-Climate of Eng-
landchangeαble but equαble-An ideal sumn2er dαg 
-The Gulf Streαm-Tempe1・αture-Theseαsons 
and months-Mαy-dαy in med-iaeval Englαnd-
Epring floωers-Cornfields， meadoωs， hedgerows-
Hαres， foxes， pheasαnts. 
Englishmen are very fond of grumbling. 
SOlueone once said that to grumble was an 
Englishman's privilege， just as some one else 
said that an Englisllman's home was his castle. 
Perllaps there is a litle truth in both these 
saylngs. 
Certainly， ifan Englishlnan wishes to find 
something to grumble and complain about， the 
climate and the weather give him plenty of 
opportunity to exercise his so-called privilege. 
Owing . toher position on the extreme 
west of the vast continents of Europe and 
Asia， with no land between her and the N orth 
25 
A London Chronicle 
with Notes ana lllustγαtions 
By Frank H. Lee， B. A. OXFORD 
上製 350頁 定償一国七十銭 送料十銭
Reviewed by the Japan Advertiser:ー
Having taken his students through an English 
year in a textbook published about a year ago， Mr. 
Lee now gives them a year in London. It is easy 
to see that the subject is again a congenial one. Even to write about 
London fils him， he says， with a sense of despair， so vast is the sub-
ject， so rich in memories， but beginning manfully at Tilbury Docks he 
gives his readers a thoroughly interesting review of the great city. The 
book is divided by the months of the year， and though the method is 
less obviously right than when applied to English country life， Professor 
Lee ingeniously finds reasons for being in London and enjoying it 
during aIl the months. January， as he says， is not London's best 
month， but then it is the only month in which one can go to the 
pantomime. 'With such a genial guide， no ¥vonder that his students 
call for more. 
英語青年批評:ー著者は嚢仁同じ北星堂から "TheEnglish Country Calendar"を
出して回関景物の叙惑に特異の才をJJ.ワ?乙ととを示したりー教授で，此の妹ー妓;篇には筆を革め℃
j(倫款の行進曲た綴ってゐる. Prefaceは Londonの歴史と沿革である， 英人の倫款愛から
書いて来て，ローマ時代，サクソシ時代と次第仁移って現代に至る問に，種々の作家の倫敦裁が
ちょくちよく引いてある. 面白いがま~少し四角張ってゐると思つ北ら，その径が Chronicle
の質強で，一年十二ヶ月仁分けて倫敦の繁昌記となってゐる. “The foreigner who visits 
London for the first time can scarcely fail to have a feeling of bitter disappoint-
ment when he arrives in the great metropolis about which. before setting out on 
his journey thither， he has probably read and heard so much."ー ーといふ蓄を出しの
一月は，先づ我等を失望させておいて.Noreがら'.rhames に加を入れるι乙ろから認を始め
る. 雨j苧には汚い沼池の岸ーと，引をあげられた小舟， むさ苦しい家並とが績{. Tilburyで汽
車に乗れt-!"ま大二階建の努働者の家tまかり. ・・・しかし，かうして諸君がノスタルヂアに警は
h~ らエシパシクメシトに来て見たまへ.主活は何時か知らぬ聞に London の劇場や子供の見
世物巡りとなる・ そして子供の生活のことになり.動物園， Woolworthの bazaarゃ Kerb-
seller の諸に移る. 乙の間二十六頁で足、るうかせチι譲ませる面白さである. 二月は時季柄
Parliamentのはなし，との終りに I-Iouseの窓枠幾何なe'1I少し数字が出るが，そとは敬遠し
て~，あとは関税式から議事進行.傍聴席・占領競争などの様子が手仁取るやう.それから London
の江戸ツ子 cockneyの活し.The Tenlpleの来歴.等々.それで五十三頁，三月は諺の Wind









"To me at my fifth-floor window 
The chimney-pots in rows 
Are sets of pipes pand ean 
For every wind that blows; 
"And the srnoke that whirls and eddies 
In a thousand times and keys 
Is really a visible music 
Set to my reveries. 
(W. E. 1-Ienley-Echoes). 
The London Season--Social duties of Their Majesties 
-Levees and Drawing-rooms-Presentations at 
Court- 1'he business of the Season-Society- The 
Derby-The Caster-The Three Card Trick-
London Parks-Park orators-Hyde Park-St. 
James' Park-Bird Cage Walk-The Green Park 
-Kensington Gardens-Battersea Park-Regent's 
Park-Greenwich Park-Anne Boleyn-Queen 
E~lizabeth-The Royal Naval College-Admiral 
Toga. 
May marks the beginning of the so-called 
London Season which goes on until the end of 
July. If you were to enquire in \vhat respect 
the period covered by the season differs from 
any other period of . the year, you would 
27 
102 A LONDON CIIRONICLE 
discover that the season is 1nerely an in-
significant ripple on the surface of the sea of 
London life, and that it only affects a very 
litnited number of people and only a compara-
tively small portion of London itself. 
To be exact, it is as well to describe the 
season as the period when the King and 
Queen are in residence at Bucl<:ingham Palace, 
and when they devote a considerable amount 
of time and trouble to the performance of 
social duties and to the holding of a number 
of social functions. 
It has al\vays been traditional with the 
Kings and Queens of England, and indeed 
with the members· of the Royal family, to 
share as far as possible the life of the English 
people, to mix with them, naturally vvithin 
certai11 limits, and to take a personal interest 
in their sports and pleasures. This is, how-
ever, only one side of their manifold activities, 
and 11ot the most important. They make it 
part of their duty to be present at the opening 
of all sorts of institutions connected with the 
general welfare of the people, to attend 
exl1ibitions whose object is the furtherance of 
trade and commerce, to lend patronage to all 
28 
MAY 103 
sorts of charitable schemes and philanthropic 
organizations to assist the poor and needy, 
and, in sl1ort, to do everything vvithi11 their 
po\ver to promote the general happi11ess and 
prosperity of the country at large. 
Now one of the multifarious social duties 
of the Sovereign, and probably one of the 
most arduous and uninteresting to him, is tl1e 
holding of levees and drawing-roon1s. 
In the United States of An1erica every 
American citizen has the right to be presented 
to and to shal(e hands with the President_, this 
being apparently one of tl1e visible expres-
sions of the democratic spirit of the Constitu-
tion, under which every n1an and every 
woman is supposed to enjoy equal rights and 
equal opportunities. In England, lil(e\vise, 
every subject of the King has, theoretically, 
the right to be presented to his Sovereign, 
with, however, certain restrictions which 
limit the number of those presented to a com-
paratively few. Firstly, the person to be 
presented must be introduced by a person 
~Tho has been previously prese11ted ; secondly 
it is necessary for civilians to vvear Court-
dress and for ladies to \Near a dress of a 
29 
Our Village (ω刀fllust悦
By Mary RusseII Mitford 
CODlpiled， with Notes by T. Y.AMAZAKI 
さ8警 定債 1.20銭送料 8銭
、;vASHINGTON IRVING 
RIP V AN WINKLE AND 
OTHER SKETCHES 
Edited， with Notes by R. TANABE 
上製 201頁定債1闘送料8銭
Rip Van vVinkle.ー一一 TheSpectre Bridegroom.一--TheLegend of 
Sleepy HoIlow.一一Legendof the ~oor乍 Legacy.一一TheGovernor 
and the Notary.一一TheAdelantado of the Seven Cities. 
一一一
An Attic Philosopher in Paris 1 
BY i: 
Emile Souvestre 1 
L ・怯日
あ5責定位 1民法学1-8銭 i! 
美山総力いれヤに(1詳竺"-C ;l)乙i
AMIEL'S JOU'RI~AL 
Edited， with Notes by R. T_t¥Nf¥BE 
(A' SELECTION ) 
THE JOURNAL INTIME OF 
I-IENRI-FREDERIC AJ¥iIEL 







Translated from the Russian 
By Constance Garnett 
VOL. 1 (155 pp.) 
“宅hεBeggαrand 
Other Stories" 
VOL. 11 (178 pp.) 
“お[iseryand Olher Slories" 




By PHILID GILBERT HAMERTON 
CSelected) 
161頁定的 70銭送料4銭
Selections from Edgar Allan Poe 
<._The Gold-Bug and Other Stories) 
138頁上製定位 60銭送料6銭
The Gold-Bug. -A Descent into the Maelstrom.-





The Firebrand. --The Poet's Portmanteau. -Tlie 
Medicine Man.一-Raw Material.一-TheTout of Yar-





(TALES AND POEMS) 
上製約 220瓦 定償 1周怠料 8銭
The Melancholy IIussar of the German Legion.-
Alicia's Diary. - ¥Vhat the Shepherd Saw. - An 
Imaginative Woman.-The Son's Veto.-The Three 
Strangers. POEMS. 
The SonヲsVeto and Other T a!es 
By Thomas Hardy 
上官1
150支完償却銭送料6銭
The Son's Veto.-For ConscienceヲSake.-ToPlease 
His Wife.-Enter a Dragoon.--The Three Strangers. 
REPRINTED BY PERMISSION OF 
H. G. vVELLS 
The W orld Before Man 
Being 
Book 1 of'The Outline of History' 
，町、，側、_"、ー，、./'、_'
The Making of Man 
Being 
Book 1 of 'The Outline of History' 
Edited， with Preface by T. TOMITA 
各頁
絵入定償各1回送料各6銭




106 The World Before Man 
huge reptiles returning to a whale-like life in the 
sea. Pliosaurus, one of the largest IJlesiosaurs, 
measured thirty feet from snout to tail tip-of \rvhich 
half was neck. The Mosa.saurs were a third group 
g r o u p o f these 
Mesozoic reptiles 
\ivas a varied group 
kno\vn as the Dino-
sau·rs, In a n y o f 
\tV hi eh a t t a i n e d • 
quit e enormous 
proportions. In 
b i g n e s s these 
greater Dinosaurs 
have never been ex· 
of great porpoise· 5 
I ike marine lizards. 
But the largest and 
n1 o s t diversified 
Triceratops in its to 
Native vVi1ds 
15 
The reconstructed skeleton of a great 
herbivorous horned Dinosaur, Tricera· 20 
tops prorsus, at the Natural History 
Museum, London, and the reptile as 
it was in its natural state. It was a 
reptilian parallel of the hippopotamus, 
but with three rhinoceros-like horns. 
ceeded, although the sea can still show in the \vhales 25 
creatures as great. Some of these, and the largest 
atnong then1, \tvere herbivorous anin1als; they bro\vsed 
on the rushy vegetation and among the ferns and 
33 
SELECTIONS FROM 
KA THERINE MANSFIELD 
Compiled， with a Preface 
By Raymond Bantock B. A. 
上製
161頁.定俊 1回会科6銭
Preface -KA THERINE MANSFIELD who died in 
1923 at the early age of 34， isthe greatest English writer of 
short stories. She is as yet practically unknown in J apan. Her work has bee~ 
profoundly influenced by the art of Anton Tchehov， the great Russian author of 
short stories. She has applied to English life the sarne nlethods of character 
dra¥ving t:hat he applied to Hussian life. N 0 writer has succeeded better than 
she in depicting the subtleties of modern English Iife and character. She is 
at.0ve al an exquisite artist， and he了 storieswill become classics in English 
Literature. 
Selections from John GalswortllY 
Compiled by Y. NIITSU 
主筆定債1回送料6銭
A Fisher of Men. -Courage.-Compensation.-A 
Parting.一-TheNeighbours.-Once More.-Justice. 
-Magpie over the HiIl. -Evolution. 
Selections from HA WTHORNE 
150頁定債70銭送料6銭
A Rill from the Town Pump.一 David Swan.-
Mr. Higginbotham's Catastrophe. - The Vision of 
出eF ountain.-Fancy's Show Box.-Dr. Heidegger's 
Experiment. _" The Sister Years. - The l¥linister's 
Black Vell.-Anlbitious Guest. 
HELPS'S ESSA YS 




THE SEXTON'S HERO 
AND OTHER T ALES 
By EIizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell 
With æ礼 I礼.troduction αγ~d Notes by 
四六河上袈 A. ST ANTON V¥在日，TFIELD
80銭廷料 8銭 B. Litt. Oxon.， E. R. lIist. Soc.， 
lVlrs. Gaskell was the earliest of the first-rate English women writers 
who became tellers of short stories. This singularity alone should make it 
worth while to examine her work in this field. In her short stories 
and Iong short-stories (she wrote few novelettes) are many details and 
delicacies of work that seem worthy of notice. ln the art of describing 
what she ~ets out to describe she certainly has， at her best. no superior， 
and she d~ es this with a dispassion and aloofness which are neither 
heartIess nor cold. She has never become a cult and no fuss is made 
about her. We do not fuss over our iriends， and Mrs. Gaskell is a 
companionable author and as such she wiI1 al ways be loved. Quietly 
and unobtrusively she added her little store of emotional insight to 
the patrimony of mankind. 
lNTRODUCTION--THE SEXTON'S HERO-一THESQUIRE'S STORY 
一一THEMANCHESTER MARRIAGE--THE HALF-BROTHERS. 
Tom Brown's School Days 
By Thomas Hughes 
ADAPTED BY 
IWAOYAMADA 
四六列上製 定債 1周 20銭廷料 8銭
Selections from 
?とαbindranalh守αgore
Vision and Other Stories 
Edited by H.島liki
四六ヂr上製 定債 1周完全料 8銭
Vision， ln the Night， The Skeleton， The Post-




¥VilIiam Hazlitt， R. L. Stevenson，もiValter Pater， 
i : _ 元 ?三 こさ長九三 EdithSichel， George Santayana， Lafcadio Hearn， 







John Stuart Mill 
Edited， with Notes by 
SEIICHI UCHIDA 
四六剣上製 244支定償 1図20銭送料 10銭
LITERARY PROSE 
Sεlections from Great Writers 
最上美本定償 80銭送料 8銭
'I'homas Henry Huxley， Thomas Car1yle， Hamilton 
¥Vright Mobie， Oscar Wilde， Thomas De Quincey， 
.l¥rthur Symons， Walter Pater， Lafcadio Hearn， 
¥Villiam Hazlitt. 
Pen， Pencil and Poison 
and Other Essays 
By Oscar 、iVilde
最上美本 5i債 1回 送料 8袋
Pen， Pencil and Poison， The Decay of Lying， Soul 
of l¥fan under Socialism. 
CRITICAL A N D 
MISCELLANEOUS 
WRITINGS. 
????…? …? ?…??? ?
本書l:t高級の論文ら集め?こむのであります
Some Prominent Chapters in 
SIR W ALTER SCOTT'S 。UENTINDURWARD 
Edi ted wi th N otes 









The Function of Criticism at the Present Time.-The 
Study of Poetry. -Wordsworth. - Sweetness and 
Light.-The Celt and the Teuton.-Emerson. 
Selections from Walter Pater 
with Notes 
(高校j~.級、大串程度〉上製定偵 1 回送料六銭
Chronology. - Preface to “The Renaissance."--
Sandro Botticelli.ー -Conclusion (F1Aom the RenαlS-
sαnce).-'] he Child in the House.-Divine Service.-
A Prince of Court Painters. -A Study of Doinysus. 
紬 ctionsfrom O. HENR Y 
訂正rJI (定版絶版〉
1 ¥Vhile the Auto ¥Vaits.一一一One Thousand Dollars.一TheShocks of 
J! !??:?m.，一-Squari時 theCircle.ー-Transients in Arcadia.一一The-ぷ aglー rheCωいO
37 
Higher Intel1igences 




vVilliam Hazlitt， Walter Pater， J ohn Addington 






Po1itical ldeals (Bertrand Rωsel). On Going a 
Journey (William Hazlitt¥ Walking Tours (R. L. 
Stevenson). Meadow Thoughts (Richαrd Jefferies). 
Leonardo Da Vinci (J ohn Addington Symonds). 
Miche1angelo CEmile Luckα). The Deeper Life (Mau'rice Maeterlinck)， 
Wordsworth (Walter Pater). The Renaissance (Edith Sichel). 
(fngli幼1rJ'etsts 130頁上製 i定債1国 j
宅;he;rForms and ~αmω 伎で~~
ω;lh N otes and Commenls 









Poems on Evening and Night 
(From Gray 10 Our cどlme)

















vf昔話の説明ミ混交Lて AB C JI民iこ排列してあるγ ら字句の註耀ミ韻律
訟とら一緒lこしれ小字典のやうなものである。
ENGLISH POEMS IN LAST THREE 
CENTURIES 
布製定債 70銭怠料 6銭
Thomas Gray. Robert Burns， Thomas Moore. W Iram Blake， 
Lord Byron. Percy B. Shelley， S muel T. Coleridge， .William 
Wordsworth. John Keats.日enryW. Longfellow. Alfred Ten-
nyson. E. B. Browdng， Dante G. Rossetti. Christina G. 
Rossetti. William B. Yeats. Arthur Symons. Walter de la 
Mare. J ohn Masefield. 
Five Short Plays 
定償六十銭
THE MERRY MERRY CUCKOO 
THE BISHOP'S CANDLESTICK8 
'THE LOST SILK HAT... 
WHERE THE CROS8 18 MADE ••• 
THE THRICE PROMI8ED BRIDE 
3~ 





Eugene 0' Neill 
Cheng-Chin Houng 
Extracts I"rom SHAKESPEARE 









A SK.ETCH OF WILLIAM SH，AKESPEARE (by Sir Sidney Lee).-
Julius Casar.-As You Like It.-Romeo and Juliet.-Twelfth Night; 
or， ¥Vhat YOil ¥Vill.-King Lear..-King I-enry IV.-The Merchant of 
V enice. -The Tempest. -Othello， the Moor of Venice. 一一一一一一-KingRichard ! 
1一ωDen ma但1'k.
Contemporary One...Act Plays 






George Calderon.-Henry Arthur Jones.-Lord Dunsany.-Sir Jones 
1¥1. Barrie. --John Galsworthy. - Alfred Sutr・o.- Arthur Caser. -
David Pinski. 
Litle Masterpieces of Ten Great Dramatists 
Edited by A. Miyamori 
上製 289頁定債1.30銭送料8銭
The First and the Last (John Gαlsworthy). -The 
Grand Cham' s Diamond (A Iαn A1onkhouse). - The 
Compromise of the King of the Golden Isles (Lord 
Dunsαny).-Janles and John (Gilbert Cαnnon).-The 
H 刊号':?~W~"';;"f.'.c.~;*-;説明ー・一 Theatre (H. ~F. Rubinstein). -The W orkhousc Ward 
1 (Lα1，1/ Cナ{伊 r_ll'.-TheUnseen tAlice Gerstenbery).-The Bracelet (Allred il品川--The Ex('hange (AI伽
40 
!lCulture and Life 
占5警定債80銭送料6銭
Some Hints on Reading (J;αmes Bryce)， The Dedi-
cated Life (R. B. Haldαne)， The League of N ation 
(Edward Gray，¥ The Universities and the War 
(1V1ichαel E. Sαdleめ，The Social 'l alue of the College-
Bred (Williαm Jarnes)， Educational Aims and Values 
(C. lV. Eliot)， Thc Social ldeal in Education (G. E. Vincent)， The Care 
and Culture of Men (Dαvid S. Jord，αn). 
Essays on Modern Problems 
Edited by K. KUMANO， lVLA. 
会5査定債1.20銭送料8銭
Urbanization and its Adjustment. 
What is the City (C. A. Beard)， Nine Character-
istics of the City (E. C. Rαyes). 
Capit21 VS. Labor. 
Life and ，九Torkin Olden Times (C. A. Beard)， rIhe Technique 
of American Industry (C. H. Pαγ'ker)， The Demands of Labor 
(Sαmuel GompeJ討， The Reply of Capital-Representation (John 
Rockefelleη Jrふ HumanizingIndustry (1. Fisher)・
Distribution of Wealth. 
Relation of the Distribution of Wealth to Sociological Problems 
(E. C. H，αyes)， The Present Tendency to Adjust Distribution of 
WeaIth in the United States (Thomαs N. Cαγver). 
Univers~1 Suffrage. 
Political and Civil Liberty Closely Connected (C. A. Beαrd)， 
vVoman Su旺ragelJ. Bryce)， The Future of Universal Su旺rage
(C. Seymou'l・).
InternationaI Prob I ems. 
Racial Prejudice (l:V. H. Thomαs)， The Policy of“The Open 
Door" (Bαinbridge Colby)， Force and Peace (l-J. C. Lodge)， “I 
am a Convenanter" (W. Wilson)， The League of Nations a Culmi-
nation of Civilization (J，αη. C. Smuts)， The Far-Eastern Problem 
(J. O. P. Blαnd)， The ¥Vorld's Future (H. G. H'ells). 
41 
THE CITIZEN OF THE羽TORLD
(SELECTION) 
BY OLIVER GOLDSMITH 
上製定償却銭 送料8銭
“The Citizen of the ¥Vorld " of Oliver Golclsmith (1728-
1774) consisis of a series of letters supposed to have been 
written by a Chineseεentleman just arrived in England 
to his friends in Pekin and other parts of the ¥vorld. We 
can see how Goldsmith， with his easy flo¥v of English， 
records his experiences in London and nlakes humorous 





SELECTED ESSA YS OF A. G. GARDINER 
(For the Use of Colleges and Schools) 
定償 60銭送料 6銭
Mussolini，“Father Hindenburg"， Mr. Stanley Baldwin， I¥'lr. Ralnsay 
1¥.fcDonald， Dean Inge， President Coolidge， Henry Ford. 
42 
ゑea Ì) íng~ in 
ゐociologp
3ln (EfJre Vols. 
上製各約 125頁
定償各80銭送料各8銭
Edited by K. KA W ABE， M.A.， PH.D. 
司、'""'"ハJ、J 、J、J、J 、，./"'-/、f、J、d 、r町、r、_，.._，町、，、d問、.，.、・F
VoI. 1. SOCIAL EVOLUTION 
Social Evolution and Cosmic Evolution. Social Evolution and Bio-
logical Evolution. Man and Animals. Human Society and the Society 
of AnimaIs. Development of Human Society. Situation and Numbers 
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An Introduction to 
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SELECTED BY S. H. BATTY-SMITH 
It must l:e admitted that the publication of yet another anthology of English 
verse needs justifying. 'l'he justification of the present book is that I have not 
found a selection exactly suited to the Third Year students of a Japanese High 
School. Of the existing anthologies one is too expensive, another is too long, a 
third is out of date, a fourth in its fastidious avoidance cf the hackneyed omits 
the justly famed, a fifth deals only (though admirably) with the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries; a sixth seems to have been chosen by inadequate method 
of picking poems out of a l\at, a seventh is really a work on prosody and is too 
advanced, and eighth is limited to the Romantics. a ninth gives patriotic but 
undue prominence to such conscientious promoters of ·'uplift" as Cornelia Pea-
body Wilkes, the Sappho of South Dakota, and her like. I found that I had to 
make my own. 
The Third Year student of a Japanese High School is curious about English 
poetry; he wants to be introduced to it and he is capable of understanding it, 
but he has not time to spend in the byways, lovely though they be, and he can 
not yet cope with obscurities. I have taken fifty poets and tried to show him 
what manner of work was done by each at his or her best and most typical. 
The task is difficult. For Milton must be shown being majestic but not Biblical, 
Blake being religious but not mystical, Burns being neither stilted nor unintel-
ligibly s~ots, Wordsworth being simple but not prosaic, Scott romantic but free 
from fustian, Byron being Byronic but not ridicurous. One must try to show 
why Tennyson meant what he did to his age and to exhibit his perfect dictiont 
but not his weakness, Browning must be rugged but not crabbed, Swinburne mus 
mean something and not merely drug us with melody, Kipling must be patriotic 
and virile but not blatant The book must be short enough to be read in three 
terms and cheap enough for the poorest student, yet it must cover the ground. 
Moreover the Japanese do not like long poems. 
I admit that some of the poems chosen are hackneyed; I admit that I have 
taken liberties with spelling and punctuation in the interests of intelligibility; 
I admit that I have cut passages out of their contexts. But if these sins shall 
help to bring home to Japanese students the loveliness of English poetry, then 
I claim to be justified. For if my readers find something to their liking, let 
them follow these sign-posts and fare better in some fuller anthology or in the 
volumes of the poets themselves. It is true that some of the poems chosen are 
over-long and that at least one is obscure, but I found no other means of doing 
anything like justice to the authors. It is true also that many admirable poets 
are 9mitted, ·but the result is that it is possible for a student to read the whole 
in the time allotted, and for the book to be published at a low price. Let not 
the student, however, suppose that there were riot great English poets before 
Marlowe and Shakespeare: there was much fine work written, but the language 
is over-difficult. Of the Elizabethan and Stuart periods I have given no more 
than examples. Nor did English poetry die with Rupert Brooke ; there are still 
heirs to the great tradition. Moreover America has two or three living poets 
of genius, and her nineteenth century ones are not unworthy of attention, even 
if only Whitman had greatness. · 
S. H. B.-S. 
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Lafcadio Hearn's Life 
L AFCADIO HEARN was born at Leucadia (Santa Maura), Ionian Islands, June 27, 1850. His father was an Irish surgeon with the rank of major in the English army stationed 
there at that time, his mother a Greek. A few years after 
their return to Dublin, Ireland, his parents' union was dissolved by 
mutual consent and his mother returned to Greece. His vague 
memories of his mother were always tender and full of yearning 
affection and they caused him to love everything Oriental in after-
life, as, according to him, he happened '' to be an Oriental by birth 
and half by blood." 
He was after\vards adopted by his grand-aunt, brought up and 
educated in Ireland, \\r ales, and England. While at St. Cuthbert' s 
College, U sha\v, he some time, in F ranee, 
lost the sight of his too. His grand-aunt 
left eye \vhile play- losing her property, 
. . Ing ; In consequence 
of \vhich the work 
thrown upon the other 
eye by the enormous 
labours of his later 
years exceedingly in-
creased its natural 
short-sightedness. He 
was educated, for 
an editorial writer of the Times Democrat. 
he went to America 
in 1869 to make his 
own way. He became 
a journalist in Cincin-
nati and stayed there 
for about eight years. 
Then he went to New 
Orleans, where he re-
mained ten years as 
In 1887 he went to 
Martinique, French West Indies, as a literary contributor for the 
publishing house of Harper Brothers. He returned to New York, and 
from there came to Japan in April, 1890, again as a contributor for 
the same firm,-never again to return. 
After his arrival in Japan, he at first confined his attention to 
Y okohama, to Tokyo and to Kamakura, but as he wanted to see the 
interior of the country,. he got a position as English teacher in the Mid-
dle School at Matsue, by the help of Mr. Hattori, Prof. Chamberlain, 
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and Mr. Mitchell McDonald. It was in Decetnber of the year that he 
married there a Japanese lady, Miss Koizumi. In the fall of 1891, 
he went to Kumamoto and taught in the then Fifth Higher Middle 
School until 1894. Then he went to Kobe and was editor of the Kobe 
Chronicle for some time. In 1895 he became a Japanese citizen 
and adopted the name of Koizumi Y akumo. In 1896 he was invited 
by the late Prof. Toyama, the then Dean of the Literary College of 
the Tokyo Imperial University, to the post of lecturer in English 
literature at that college, which he continued to hold until 1903. In 
the spring of 1904, he began to teach at the W aseda University. He 
died at Nishi-Okubo, Tokyo, September 26, 1904. His long list of 
works includes the following :-
1. ONE OF CLEOPATRA'S KNIGHTS, AND OTHER FANTASTIC ROMANCES. 
2. STRAY LEAVES FROM STRANGE LITERATURE. 
3. GOMBO ZHEBES. 
4. THE TEMPTATION OF ST. ANTHONY. 
5. SoME CHINESE GHOSTS. 
6. CHIT A: A MEMORY oF LosT ISLAND. 
7. KARMA. 
8. YOUMA. THE STORY OF A \VEST INDIAN SLAVE. 
9. Two YEARS IN THE FRENCH \VEST 1 NDIES. 
10. THE CRIME OF SYLVESTRE BoNNARD. 
11. DIARY OF AN IMPRESSIONIST. 
12. GLIMPSES OF UNFAMILIAR JAPAN, (2 VOLS.). 
13. OuT OF THE EAsT. 
14. KoKoRo. 
15. GLEANINGS IN BUDDHA-FIELDS. 
16. EXOTICS AND RETROSPECTIVES. 
17. IN GHOSTLY JAPAN. 
18. SHADOWINGS. 
19. A JAPANESE MISCELLANY. 
20. JAPANESE FAIRY TALES, (4 VOLS.). 
21. KOTTO. 
22. I(WAIDAN. 
23 . .JAPAN: AN ATTEMPT AT INTERPRETATION. 
24. THE ROMANCE OF THE MILKY vV AY AND OTHER STUDIES AND STORIES. 
25. INTERPRETATIONS OF LITERATURE, (2 VOLS.). 
26. APPRECIATION OF PoETRY. 
27. LIFE AND LITERATURE. 
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28. FANTASTICS AND OTHER FANCIES. 
29. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, (2 VOLS.). 
30. ESSAYS ON AMERICAN LITERATURE. 
31. SOME STRANGE ENGLISH LITERARY FIGURES. 
32. LECTURES' ON SHAKESPEARE. 
33. LECTURES ON PROSODY. 
34. SOME NEW LETTERS AND WRITINGS. 
35. OcciDENT AL GLEANINGS. 
' 36. AN AMERICAN MISCELLANY. 
ETC., ETC. 
Though his works include several translations, travels, novels, 
essays, and sketches, the bulk of the material of them is of Japan. 
She owes him a great deal, as a great many friends of Japan have 
been obtained through the pen of this great stylist, vvrhose style \Vas 
at once simple and ornate, and \Nhose soul \Vas full of \varm sym. 
pathies and keen insight. On the occasion of the coronation of H.I.M. 
the Emperor, Koizurni Y akumo was posthumously honoured by the 
Emperor with the Junior Fourth Order of the Court Rank. 
The above is Hearn' s coat of arms, symbolizing 
a heron, that he adopted in Japan. It will 
be remembered that Hearn wanted his 
b d "I ... • " name to e pronounce 1eron. 
The "Tokyo Hearn", cYlfReYiew 
fBy the fJVew cyQrk '79imes 
Dec. 18, 1927. 
LAFCADIO HEARN'S seven years as Professor of English Literature at 
the Imperial University of Japan were perh:tps the most fortunate of his life, 
the happiest, if he ever succeeded in being happy. In spite of his inferiority 
complex, delusion of persecutions, hallucinations and gift for suspicion and 
self-torment, the secluded artist did fruitful \\"ork. Probably at no American 
or European university would he have stayed so long or had so much his own 
way. He "did" his fourteen lectures a week and escaped the hundred official 
dinners an:i sixty private banquets a year; and the mob of tourists. How he 
loathed the ceremonial frock coat ! On the high crown of our civilization he 
invoked the Mohammedan curse: " May God put a Hat on you! "-a maledic-
tion no longer intelligible in Turkey. 
In those years HEARN wrote seven books and lectures which Professor 
ERSKINE calls "the lovely and romantic adventure of Western cultu1·e in a 
Japanese classroom." The Japanese who are interested in him, understand 
him now. The piety of his Japanese pupils and friends, fulfilling the request 
of the late MITCHELL McDONALD, one of the few men with whom he suc-
ceeded in getting along to the last, has raised an appropriate monument to 
him, by the publication of his books in comely form and at low prices. We 
have just received with some interesting minor or supplementary works, his. 
second series of lectures, on "The History of English Literature," published 
by THE HOKUSEIDO PRESS, Tokyo. Even before his lectures were printed, 
HEA RN v1as known through his letters as a sensitive and acute critic, almost 
always interest-ing, whether his point of view be accepted O!" not. 
His sense form, rhythm, tint; his discriminating delight in "the faces, 
manners, gesticulations," even "the personalities" of words; his clairvoyance 
in detecting sometimes beneath a sple:1did or impeccable surface a cruelty, 
a lack of human tenderness, were but a part of his critical apparatus. It 
is a small thing, but one loves the mingling of straightforwardness and 
whimsicality when he confesses to BASIL CHAMBERLAIN his uncertainty-
shared by most American statesmen -as to the right use of "shall" and 
"will " and his association of the former with harshness and penance and 
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schoolday memories. We can but take a dip or two into these stately 
volumes. We fall upon GIBBON, the way to reverence Vv'hom 1 according to 
W ALTER BAGEHOT, is "not to read him at all, but look at him, from out-
side, in the bookcase, and think how much there is within." 
His style is "monotonous." It's a style in which the truth cannot be told. 
HEARN studied its music, its sonority, its variations of sentence forms. Then 
he penetratingly observes that GIBBON, writing in a style akin to classic 
poetry, is bound to be and is "very sparing in his use and choice of words." 
He is economical, but never dry, never "tiresome." This is but the barest 
imperfect outline of an essentially new sketch of an old subject. SWINBURNE 
"dates" at present. Some wise young Daniel has sufficiently described an 
intellectual and moral nonentity by charging him \vith ''reading Swinburne." 
HE A RN'S remarks on the Swinburnian rhythm are none the less welcome to 
the unfashionable. So with KIPLING, most of whose characteristic work ap-
peared in time for HEARN to read it. To depreciate KIPLING and pilfer his 
secrets is common enough. HEARN'S twenty-year-old views are salutary. In 
I iterature, too, one returns to his first loves. 
"vVhat the devil is the use of trying to teach English literature to a class 
totally inse,nsible to European imagination?" asked HEARN irritably at 
Tokyo. He might have asked the same question, merely dropping "Eu-
ropean," at any American college fortunate enough to have him as an in-
structor. Among all those stones and thorns there is a little good ground 
that is to bring forth fruit. HEARN'S harvest has been gathered at last. 
Hearn Books by the Hokuseido Press. 
THE HOME OF LAFCADIO HEARN 
By Barn et r~ over 
From "Baf/alo Evening Neu~s" June 29th, 1929. 
TOKYO-September 26 will mark the 25th anniversary of the death at Tokyo of Lafcadio Hearn, that strange figure in the literary history of the 19th 
. century whose life spanned three continents and whose writings on Japan 
have become classics for their rare beauty, their charm and their superb evo4 
cation of the spirit of the land and people, which, after wandering over the face 
of the earth, he at the last made his own. 
For years an admirer of Hearn I did not feel that my stay in Japan would 
be complete without a visit to the home where he had lived and where at the age 
of 54, as l(oizuini Y akumo, subject of the Mikado and husband of Setsu 
Koizumi, daughter of a samurai, he passed away. 
It was a rainy late May morning that I called on Y. Nakatsuchi, proprietor 
of the Hokuseido Press, publisher of Hearn' s works and a close friend of the 
Hearn family, and went with him and an interpreter to the narrow street in 
the Y otsuya district where Hearn had lived and where his widow and daughter, 
the youngest of their four children, still reside. 
Despite the driving rain, the little walled-in courtyard was very charming 
with its stone lantern, flagstone walk and shrubs, while the brilliant red of the 
azalea bushes in bloom cut through the mist. A knock on the outer panels and 
the door slid open. We stepped in. Mrs. Hearn came to greet us. Taking off 
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our shoes (which are a profanation in a Japanese household), we climbed the 
polished steps and entered ·the living room. It was undecorated except for a 
simple scroll and a kakemono depicting (since it was still spring), a cherry tree 
in blossom with a charming mountain in the background. 
Tea was brought in handleless cups and we sat down on little cushions and 
sipped it. Outside the windows we could see an exceedingly picturesque garden 
with a tiny lotus pond, miniature bridges, pine trees and palms, an old well 
covered with a bamboo mat, cherry trees and shrubs, the whole shutting out the 
clatter of the city. We arose to get a close v1ew. It was easy to picture 
Hearn, seated a la .Japonaise in kimono, with a little writing table in front of 
him getting inspiration from the dainty garden. 
And the room where he worked has been kept by Mrs. Hearn in very much 
the state it was when her husband was alive. There in a book-case are some of 
the books he used, all of those which he wrote, and those posthumous ones 
compiled from the notes of former students at the Imperial University of Tokyo, 
a stand with figurines so beloved by Japanese, a scroll of some famous hand· 
writing, pictures of !learn and of his lifelong friend, Paymaster Mitchell 
McDonald, U.S.N. 
But the most striking thing about the room was on the wall opposite the 
garden screens. For there half-way between floor and ceiling was a little shrine 
-a shrine to Hearn himself dedicated by his family, with his pictures within 
and also a sprig of flowers, a bit of fruit and a lamp which Mrs. Hearn lit as 
we entered the room and, bowing, placed alongside the picture of her late 
husband as she also lit sotne incense sticks. 
And we, too, went and bowed to the spirit of the departed. Then tea and 
cakes were brought by Hearn's daughter, whose profile resembles remarkably 
that of her father. Mrs. Hearn brought out various mementoes, particularly the 
collection of bamboo pipes with brass bowls and capable of holding but a pinch 
of tobacco, which Hearn had used. After then as we sat there and sipped our 
tea she asked for my card. I handed it to her and walking up to the shrine 
she bowed and placed it below the · lamp. 
"That is to recommend you to the spirit of the departed," said the inter· 
preter. And the spirit of Hearn seemed very near. 
Mrs. 1-Iearn talked of Hearn.. There he used to sit and work. That wooden 
barri~r along the glass door screens decorated with hawks and herons he put up 
to prevent the child from falling out. Those books he used. 
We rose to go. Mrs. Hearn and her daughter followed us to the door. All 
bowed low. 
"ltte-irasshai-mase," they said, bidding us Godspeed. 
"Sayonara." 
" Sayonara," we replied. 
Not far away in the Zoshigaya cemetery 
hedge lie Hearn's ashes under a simple 
characters. 
in a plot surrounded by a bamboo 
monument marked with Chinese 
" Man of superior enlighten1nent " reads the inscription H who dwells like an 
undefiled flower in the mansion of the eight rising clouds." 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 
1'1rHE publisher has undertaken the publication of the Lafcadio I-Iearn Series 
~ at the · special request of the late Mr. Mitchell McDonald, one of the 
best friends of Hearn's and his literary executor after his death, accepting his 
suggestion that the prices of the books be made as moderate as possible with 
a view to obtaining a wider circulation among the Japanese students. 
In this connection the publisher m::ty be excused for recalling his inter-
view with Mr. McDonald at the Grand Iiotel, Yokohama, in June, 1923. 
Firmly holding the publisher's hand in his and with tears standing in his eyes, 
Mr. McDonald spoke of Hearn in the warmest terms. 
"It is," he said, "already twenty years since my dearest friend Hearn 
died. I am now over seventy and cannot hope for many more years to live, 
while you are still young ~lith a great work to do in publishing books in 
English, including works of Lafcadio Hearn. 
"In publishing Hearn's works," he went on to say,· "I would suggest that 
you fix the prices of his books as low as possible so that they may be widely 
used as textbooks of the English language for the Japanese students, whom 
Hearn so loved when he was here. Your attention in this respect would 
greatly delight the spirit of the late Hearn, whose remains lie buried at the 
Zoshigaya cemetery, as well as mine will be. 
" Lafcadio often told me to take good care of my health, and now I must 
tell you to do the same thing, especially because you are undertaking the 
publication of his books. When you are going ah~ad with the work I believe 
the spirit" of Lafcadio will always be with you." 
With these words of lVIr. McDonald indelibly impressed in memory, the 
pu'Qlisher has started the publication of He::trn's works with the assistance of 
those scholars of English Literature who V\rere select pupils of the author. 
The publication of !learn's works as well as his lectures delivered at the 
Tokyo Imperial University have all been undertaken by us in the same spirit, 
special care having been taken to bring the printing, binding and all other 
features of the books up to the best standards of the world, and to offer 
those books to the public at very moderate prices. 
We are more than gratified to see that all those publications met with 
a very favourable reception of the reading public of the world, even exceed-
ing our own expectations. · 




A Letter to Y. Nakatsuchi, President of the Hokuseido Publishing 
House. from Mitchell McDonald, who was one of intimate friends of 
Lafcadio Hearn and his literary executor. 
June 23, '21 
My Dear Mr. Y. Nakatsuchi, 
Your very gracious and kind letter of the 
19th is received and I assure you it 
gives me much pleasure to feel that 
I have acquired a riew good frierftl 
in your good self. 
What you say about our dear 
friend Lafcadio brings tears to my 
eyes! 
When again you write to Mr. 
Tanabe please give him kind greeting 
for me and say that I often think of 
him. Lafcadio of en told me to take good 
care of my health, and now 1 am telling you to do the same 
thing, for you have a great work to do upon which you 
are to be warmly congratulated, dear Mr. Nakatsuchi. 
Very sincerely yours, 
9 
Great Literary Gifts 









EDITED BY WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY 
Sanki Ichikawa Albert Mordell 
Professor in Editor of 
the Tokyo Imperial University "An American Miscellany." etc. 
The following articles by Lafcadio Hearn dealing with American litera-
ture and belles-lettres in general were collected by Mr. Albert Mordell, of 
Philadelphia, who is well-known as an indefatigable collector and editor of 
Hearn's newspaper and Magazine writings. The MS. of the present volume 
has been entrusted to me by Mr. Mordell for publication in Japan and I have 
gladly complied with his request. . .. It is now a quarter of a century since 
he died in Tokyo and though his name is not likely to be forgotten yet it is 
our duty to keep alive the memory of a man who has done so much for our 
country. • . . -From Prof. S. Ichikawa's preface. 
Price 4.50, postage 27 sen. 10X7" 
Gilt-topped, handsomely bound in cloth. 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 
3Jn JMemorp of 
lLafcabio 1tltarn on tbt ~wentp=fiftb ~nnibtr!)arp of tbt j!leatb of 
tbt ~rtat JLttttrattur, ~tptemller 26tb, 1929 
A INCE we started to publish the Lafcadio Hearn Series in the spring of 
~ 1924, the series met with the welcome of the reading public much more 
than our expectation. We of course believe it is due to the immortal merit 
that the works of Hearn have in themselves. 
In 1\tlay 1927, we followed the series with the publication under the editor· 
ship of Prof. Ochiai of the Peers' College, Tokyo, and Prof. Tanabe of the 
Peeresses' Schooi, Tokyo, both of them being the former students of Hearn at 
the Tokyo Imperial University, of his "A History of English Literature", a 
remarkable unique contribution to the study of English Literature. 
We were much more than satisfied to see that the book also was received 
with enthusiastic appreciation of the editorship and the excellent craftsmanship 
by the American and European public. 
Now we are very glad to announce the publication of another Hearn book, 
"Essays on An1erican Literature", on the very day of his twenty-fifth an· 
niversary of the death of the great writer. The work is a collection of his news· 
paper and magazine writings during his American days from 1878 to 1887, 
by Mr. Albert IVIordell, of Philadelphia, well-known indefatigable coUector 
of Hearn's writings and is published under the editorship of Prof. S. Ichikawa, 
of the Tokyo Imperial University, to whom Mr. Mordell entrusted the MS. 
for publication in Japan by us, the Hokuseido Press. The publication of the 
last-mentioned work is made as an expression of our devotion to Hearn rather 
than on a business basis. That which was aimed at in the publication, there· 
fore, is first of all to secure the highest level of accuracy and the most excellent 
craftmanship, so that the work may be left to posterity as the standard edition. 
We take this opportunity to express our most cordial thanks to Prof. S. lchi· 
kawa, for his untiring efforts with which he, himself a Hearn scholar, edited 
the work. 
Your reviews and criticisms are cordially invited. 





OCTOBER 23, 1929. 
LAFCADIO HEARN ON AMERICAN LITERATURE 
"Essay on American Literature." By Lafcadio Hearn. With an 
introduction by Albert Mordell. Edited by Sanki Ichikawa, Prof. of 
English Literature in the Tokyo Imperial University. Hokuseido Press, 
Kanda, Tokyo, 1929~ Price ¥ 4.50. 
It was inevitable that Lafcadio Hearn's work for the papers with which he 
was connected while he lived in America should sooner or later be dug out of 
the files for the benefit of students of Hearn, and Mr. Albert Mordell is to be 
congratulated on the capable way in which he has done the work, and Prof. 
lchikawa on his editing. In distributing the praise the Hokuseido Press must 
have its full share, for it has put out a very .handsome volume, with wide 
margins, uncut edges, good paper, everything in fact that a booklover looks for, 
and all at a very low price. Mr. Mordell has collected the articles from The 
Item and The Times·Democrat, the two New Orleans papers with which Hearn 
was connected, with the former from June 1878 to December 1881, and with the 
latter from 1881 to 1887. N~turally during those years Hearn did a good deal 
of writing for the two papers, and out of these Mr. Mordell has selected fifty 
articles dealing with the literary panorama in America when William Dean 
Howells reigned su~reme. Hearn was in the thirties when he wrote these articles 
and it is obvious that his literary opinions were in a state of flux. Nor had he 
developed that charm of style ~hich was later to bring him so many readers. 
The articles are well written,-carefully written; but the style is a little laboured 
and smells a trifle of the lamp. 
Writing for Southern papers Hearn was obviously compelled to curb his 
critical spirit to suit his environment. Thus in a review which is headed "Judge 
McGloin's New Book,'' the description of the work as "one .of the most remark-
able volumes published in the United States, a prose epic worthy to endure in 
our literature," was evidently a concession of Southern feeling, Judge McGloin 
being a distinguished Southerner. Occasionally, however, Hearn breaks through 
his environment and speaks in more critical tones. Thus in one essay he groups 
together the decay of America's mercantile marine and her literature, ascribing 
the latter to the absence of international copyright laws. Hearn lived to see 
this defect partly rectified, but there are still complaints that the American 
copyright laws are a bar to the growth of literature, although designed to 
foster it. 
Mr. Leonard W oolf, who denies that Longfellow was a poet at all, will no 
doubt be sh~cked at Hearn's eulogium, written as an obituary, in which he spoke 
of Longfellow's poetry as ''a mosaic work in literature, wrought with gems of 
all lands, with myriad jewels of all human thought, with the ruby distillations 
of innumerable human hearts." On the other hand the reviews contain a very 
virulent attack on Wait \Vhitman, upon whom Hearn was apparently never able 
to make up his mind. Like most reviewers when confronted with what Mr. 
Strachey avers to be an inevitable if objectionable phase of genius, Hearn con· 
centrates upon this part of Whitman's work to the exclusion of others, though 
·he has to acknowledge that elsewhere "there are pages of force and rough 
beauty ; there is originality, depth, strong feeling." One earnest student of Shake-
speare suggested the other day in one of the literary journals that Shakespeare 
actually liked depicting such characters as Sir John Falstaff and the nurse in 
Romeo and Juliet, who were conventionally supposed to have been created to 
tickle the ears of the ground-lings, since he would hardly have taken such pain 
over those characters if he had regarded them as mere concessions to popular 
feelings. It seems highly probable, if not absolutely certain, and the hesitation 
to assert it must be taken as part of the conventions, one of which Hearn fol· 
lowed in denouncing Whiman on the strength of certain passages in his poems. 
This is all the more extraordinary as he himself in another ess·ay rebukes Howells 
for condemning Goethe's work on the ground of the author's personal immorality. 
The world has moved on since Howells wrote and since Hearn censured him. 
While there is a certain quantity of ephemeral matter in the essays there is 
also on the other hand much· of interest on literature generally. All display Hearn's 
wide reading and retentive memory and his earnest desire to avoid mere hack 
work. They were, therefore, well worth culling from the culumns in which they 
were hidden, and Mr. l\t1ordell and Prof. lchikawa are to be congratulated on 
another lasting monument to Hearn's genius. 
Not many copies are left in stock! 
_Please enter your order quick. 







In Two Volumes. 
6.00 each volume, postage 36 sen. 10 x 7" 
about 500 pp. each volume. 
Gilt-topped, handsomely bound in cloth. 
ImmortaL VVorl( of International Value in the Study 
of the History of Gnglish Literature. 
A complete series of lectures by the late author at the Imperial University 
of Tokyo, never heretofore published. 
During his seven years' lectureship at the Imperial University of Tokyo, 
Lafcadio Hearn gave to his classes two consecutive series of lectures on the 
History of English Literature, each series covering three academic years. The 
present issue is of the second series, extending from Septetnber 1900 to March 
1903 and is naturally the more complete of the two. 
Everybody knoVw·s Hearn ranks among the best stylists of the world, and 
his study of English Literature is unique by reason of his keen insight into the 
Oriental mind and his frequent and happy references to Japanese Literature. 
As he taught the West to understand the East, so he interpreted the 
Western mind to the .Eastern. 
Lafcadio Hearn's appreciation of English authors also is of supreme in-
terest, because he never failed to try revaluation of them from a new view-
point of his own. 
Such work as this is only possible by a genius with ardent love of beauty 
and truth like Koizumi Yakumo (Lafcadio Hearn). 
No student of English Literature can possibly afford to do without the 
History of English Literature by Lafcadio Hearn. 
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Some of the Comments on Hearn's 
A History of English Literature 
Letter to the Publisher from. Mrs. Lafcadio Hearn. 
... ... ... I am grateful from the bottom of my heart to you for having 
brought out such an exceedingly fine volume, that quite surpasses our ex-
pectations. Immediately on receipt of a copy presented by you, I made an 
offering of it to the spirit of the deceased ........... . 
(Translated from Japanese) 
Prof. Edmund Blunden, formerly of the Tokyo 
Imperial University. 
... ... ... Hearn's History of English Literature is an immortal work, and 
the excellent edition of the Hokuseido Press is fittingly worthy of the merits 
of Hearn's writings ........... . 
Elizabeth Bisland (Mrs. Wetmore). 
... ... ... so beautiful a form, both binding, paper, and typography ........• 
I am extremely grateful for such a treasure to add to my library ........ . 
The Japan Advertiser, Tokyo. 
June 12, 1927. 
The enterprising Hokuseido Press is making a reputation as specialists 
in the works of Lafcadio Hearn ......... Hearn was a conscientious professor. 
Every sentence is directed to the listener, and the whole work is framed so 
as to reach the audience of Japanese students whom Hearn had before him. 
The format is good. It is large, dignified volume, printed on good paper 
and light to handle ; the type is attractive and the high level of accuracy 
attained is very creditable. 
----------------
The Times Literary Supplement, 
August 18, 1927, says on this publication:-" This great volume (and it 
is only Volume I.) of Hearn's lectures at Tokyo Imperial University has been 
made up solely from notes taken by Japanese hearers; but the sweep of the 
discourse more than justifies the piety that has preserved it. Few lecturers 
in English, in England, can afford to leave this tribute from Japan un-
studied. Hearn was, of course, at an unfair advantage : he lectured to chil-
dren uncultured in English alone, full of native literary subtlety for him to 
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build upon. But the genius with which he grafts English literature upon 
Japanese culture and mythopoea is an example to all lecturers and teaehers 
in the art of finding the soil for the seed and the seed for the soil. The 
volume is worthily produced and printed, and bound by craftsmen who 
care for their work. 
u OBSERVER", London, April 15, 1928-
u Japan and Lafcadio Hearn" 
By STEPHEN GWYNN • 
............ After reading this "exposition" of English literature to a strange 
. people, this tracing of a strong and luxuriant growth from its ancient roots, 
one perceives that literature is an expression, the most articulate and 
therefore the most human expression, of life itself: and, accordingly, as it is 
human, can nowhere be really out of kin with human thought. Lafcadio 
Hearn, in these lectures, is really interpreting the imaginative side of Eng-
lish thought to Japanese ; and, in order to do so, he has to make plain his 
own standpoint about life itself. Literature for him cannot be literature if 
it is ignoble, "good poetry was never written by a bad man," he says, in so 
many words. This way of aprroaching his subject broadens the outlook much 
beyond that of the ordinary teacher- and probably he was forced to it in 
speaking to people of so different a tradition by the need to establish common 
ground. 
The book is therefore a personal and even temperamental review of the 
huge subject which he handles with such mastery. It has to be persona], for 
when a critic takes up such a position, he must make plain what he means 
by "good" and ''bad." · Satire, the personal attacks of Dryden and Pope, and 
their followers, he condemns as ignoble; but he is most severe about the 
Restoration comedy which, he says, tried to make ridiculous whatever was 
worthy of respect and held up low vices to admiration. But he declines al-
together to be bound by the British interpretations of morality; an.d his 
treatment of Byron's case is admirable in its breadth and vigour. Those who 
followed his teaching learnt to study English literature from a European 
standpoint . 
. .. . . . . . . I, at least, do not know where a more illun~inating introduction 
to the study of its subject could be found; and so far as concerns the early 
part, up to the Elizabethan age it is quite as nearly exhaustive as the ordinary 
student can desire . . . . .. . .. But these two handsome volumes of fine print on 
splendid paper are an honour to Japanese workmanship, and they are published 
at about half the price which an English firm would be obliged to charge for 
them. It was a principle with those who planned this memorial that Hearn's 
books should be cheaply available to students; and these volume3 are only the 
completion of what is in itself a small library of this author's works. 
It is a privilege to reco1nmend them to English readers- for many of 
whom great part of their interest will lie in the frequent analogies which 
Hearn suggests between English literature and that of Japan. 
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The Lafcadio Hearn Library, 
Toyama Koto-Gakko, Toyama. 
THE Library consists, needless to say, of the collection originally made by Lafcadio Hearn, otherwise Y akumo Koizumi, with some slight addition 
acquired by the family after his death. Of the former, those books marked 
with asterisks in this catalogue belong to his New Orleans days. As to the 
latter, it consists chiefly of those posthumous publications of his works presented 
by the publishers, with the important exception of two manuscript volumes 
<>f "Japan: an Attempt at Interpretation," the last production from his fruitful 
pen, a crystallization, as it were, of his life-long study of this Land of the 
Rising Sun. Hearn was in the habit of making two clean copies, whenever 
a work of his was finished, on torinoko paper specially ordered from the 
famous Haibara's, Nihombashi, Tokyo. One of these he sent to the press, 
keeping the other himself in cas~ of loss in the mails. The manuscript in 
question is one that thus passed through the press. 
The number of volumes altogether amounts to 2,435, of which 1352 are 
English, 719 French, and 364 Japanese and Chinese books. These last were, 
no doubt, occasionally dipped into by Hearn himself, but were chiefly used by 
his faithful helpmate, who thereby supplied her husband with nuclei for many 
of his marvellous stories. 
It was soon after the great seismic disaster in and around the city of 
Tokyo four years ago that Madame Hearn began to be seriously concerned 
about the Library, then still in her pos.session. It might, at any moment, 
share the fate of so many unfortunate private libraries in the devastated 
districts. What she earnestly prayed for, . was that it might be transferred 
somewhere within easy distance of her home, to some one of the universities 
in the metropolis, where it should be kept safe against all forms of danger. 
Indeed, she took means to make her wishes known, but in the confused state 
of things still prevailing at the time, no definite response came from the 
expected quarters, or, if it came at all, it \vas in the unwelcome form of 
haggling over the price. It was exactly at this juncture that I incidentally 
heard from Mr. R. Tanabe about the affair. Only a few days b~fore, I had 
consented to accept the position I now occupy, arid I hailed the news as 
something providential. I made an offer through him, on behalf of the School, 
for the Library at the price asked, paying down the earnest required. Madame 
Hearn could not at first reconcile herself to the idea of sending the precious 
mementoes of her beloved husband into a remote country district which had 
had no connection whatever with him in his lifetime. But she finally consented, 
reflecting that I was a brother of the intermediary who had been a favourit~ 
pupil of his, and that the School in question, though not a university, had as 
its origin the commemoration of a most auspicious marriage in the 1mperial 
Family for which her husband had always entertained such profound veneration. 
. . . ... . . . The books, carefully packed in fourteen cases through the good 
offices of Mr. Nakatsuchi, proprietor of the Hokuseido, arrived in Toyama safe 
and sound in December of the same year.- From Prof. T. Nannichi's Preface 
to Catalogue of the Lafcadio Hearn Library, Nov. 3rd, 1927. 
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JLafcabio J.)earn fBtrit~ 
IN SEVEN VOLS. 
Gracefully Bound in Light-Green Coloured Cloth, 
-the Colour Hearn was Most Fond of. 
L •£ d L•t t Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 1 e an 1 era Ufe Price 1.20 Postage 8 sen. 
Nine pieces selected out of the lectures \vhich were dictated 
for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904) 
in hiS' Tokyo Imperial University days: Literature and Political 
Opinion-On the Relation of Life and Character to Literature-On 
Composition- Studies of Extraordinary Prose-- Naked Poetry- The 
Value of the Supernatural in Fiction and the Art of Writing Ghost· 
Story-The Havamal: Old Northern Ethics of Life-On Reading in 
Relation to Literature-Farewell Address. 
St • d Sk t h Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 0f1eS an e C eS Price 1.30 Postage 8 sen. 
Thirty representative masterpieces selected out of aU his 
writings:-The Tale a Picture Tells-- The Legend of the Monster 
Misfortune-Ningyo-no-Haka-A Question in the Zen Texts-A Story 
of Divination- The Story of Kwashin Koji- From the Diary of an 
English Teacher- The Dream of a Summer Day- Bits of Life and 
Death-On a Bridge-At Yaidzu-Otokichi's Daruma-Pathological-
Kusa-Hibari-The Japanese Smile-" Unselfish Self-Control"-" The 
Japanese Silence" -Some Thoughts about Ancestor-Worship-" What-
ever the Living Possess is from the Dead"- A Living God-" The 
Writing of Short Poems"-" A Little Flower-Show"-" The Beauty of 
Stones "-Vespertina Cogni tio-Gothic Horror--Hi-l\1awari- Stranger 
than Fiction-My Guardian Angel-Idolatry- Obaasan-no-Hanashi. 
Lands and Seas Edited by Prof. T. OCHIAI Price 1.50 Postage 8 sen. 
Taken from among Hearn's books of travel. These pieces are 
the record of his wanderings through both hemispheres. They 
range from those impressionistic writings of his earlier days 
when he was an artist in colours to his works of a later period 
in which he perfected a style of his own- vigorous, but always 
charming:-My First Day in the Orient-A Pilgrimage to Enoshima 
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-Fujinoyama-Notes of a Trip to Kyoto-ln Osaka-Matsuye-By 
the Japanese Sea-From Hoki to Old-In a Japanese Garden-A 
Midsummer Trip to the Tropics-A \Vinter Journey ta Japan. 
Poets and Poetns Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Price 1. 70 Postage 8 sen. 
T'\venty lectures on Poets and Poems selected out of those 
dictated for the convenience of his class by Lafcadio Hearn 
(1850---1904 in his Tokyo University days (1898-1903) :---Note 
upon the Shortest Fonns of English Poetry-Poems about Children-
Some Fairy Literature--Some Poems on Death-Byron-Note on 
\Vordsworth-Some Notes on the Poetry of Shelley.-On the Lyrical 
Beauties of l(eats-Note on Hood-Tennyson-Edward Fitzgerald and 
the "Hubaiyat ''-"Three Silences"-" Sea Limits"-" The Patriot"-
" Strangers Yet"-" Sands of Dee "-"Dover Beach''-" West London" 
-"A Picture at Newstead "-A Poem by Robert Bridges. 
Japan and the Japanese Ed!ted by Pt:of. T. ocHIAI 
Pr1ce 1.50 Postage 8 sen. 
Ten representative pieces taken from among Hearn's most 
serious writings, treating especially of the inner aspect of Japan 
and the Japanese, -the result of the profound est thoughts on the 
subject, of which he stands a unique interpreter:-The Genius of 
Japanese Civilization.-Jiujutsu-The Future of the Far East-A Con-
servative-Difficulties-Strangeness and the Charm-The Religion of 
Loyalty-The Eternal Feminine-Some Thoughts about Ancestor-
Worship-The Idea of Pre-existence. 
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Rolllance and Reason Edited by Prof. R. TANABE 
Price 1.30 Postage 8 sen. 
"The Shaving of Shagpat "-Note upon Tolstoy's "Resurrection" 
--The most Beautiful Romance of the Middle Ages-A King's 
Ron1ance-Old Greek Fragments-The Prose of Small Things-On 
H.o1nantic and Classical Literature in Relation to Style.--Tolstoy's 
Theory of Art-The Question of Highest Art -The Insuperable 
Difficulty--On the Philosophy of "Sartor Resartus "-Note on the 
Abuse and Use of Literary Societies. 
Facts and Fancl.eS Edited by Prof. R. TANABE Price 1.20 Postage 8 sen. 
Some representative Masterpieces of Lafcadio Hearn in his 
American Days :-Humble Fare and High Living in Ancient Rome-
The Piper of Hamelin-Wom ~'n of the Sword-Fair Women and Dark 
Women-G:ants and Dwarfs-Pigmies and Monsters-Notes on the 
Utilization of Human Remains-The Burning of the Dead-Tombstones 
-The Little Red Kitten-The Devil's Carbuncle-The Garden of 
Paradise-St. Brandan's Christmas-A Lily in the Mouth of Hell-
The Poisoners-The Nun Ryonen. · 
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"JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE", 
Reviewed by ''the Japan Advertiser,'' Tokyo, 
March, 1928. 
This new volume in Hokuseido's useful Lafcadio Hearn series 
assembles ten representative pieces taken from Hearn' s most serious 
writings on the inner life of the Japanese. It opens with the essay in 
'' Kokoro " on the genius of Japanese c-ivilization with its famous 
picture of New York.-" a city walled up to the sky and roaring like · 
the sea ''-and Hearn's contrast with the Japanese cities which, when 
he wrote, gave no visible sign of the new found force which Japan 
was displaying in war and commerce ........... . Hearn' s extraordinarily 
sympathetic studies of Japanese character will alwaus have a place in 
the West's knowledge of Japan. And even if it were not so, if Hearn's 
insight were less penetrating than it has seemed, the art with which 
he sketched an idealized but essentially true picture of the Japanese 
mind and soul still retains its charm. Those well-produced and low-
priced reprints of Hearn edited by his old pupils are a distinct service 
to the reading public. 
~0 
A Most Illuminating 





Price ¥ 1.80 Postage 10 sen 
CONTENTS :-1. The Greatness of the Man ; 11. Personal -
The Man and His Life; Ill. The Distinction of Shake-
speare's Work; IV. Method; V. Sources and Possible 
Grouping ; VI. The Language of Shakespeare and His 
Obscurities; VII. The Grouping of th~ Plays; VIII. A 
Little Discourse about Some Typical Characters; AP-
PENDIX: -Notes on the Study of Shakespeare. 
Being nine lectures delivered by Hearn at the Tokyo Imperial 
University, in 1899, and not before published. 
. .. . .. . . . While they appear to contain nothing new or specially original, the 
lectures are full of sound understanding, and they illustrate once more the 
successful pains which Hearn took to arouse the interest of his pupils and guide 
it aright. . .. ... ... -(The Japan Advertiser, Dec. 23, 1928). 
THE OBSERVER, 10 Nov. 1929 
LAFCADIO HEARN, whose" LECTURES ON SHAKESPEARE" have reached us from 
the Hokuseido Press of Tokyo, was not a usual person, but in this course of instruc-
tion, delivered in 1899, he appears as a champion of the orthodox; he liked to offer 
his Japanese students sense, not sensation. So he created for them a plausible 
portrait of the relentless and omnicompetent worker, in private life as good as gold 
and in public a gold-digger of the most blameless order. For this respectable, 
bourgeois Shakespeare Hearn stated a strong case. It is a little odd, perhaps, 
that one for whose n1oral spotlessness Hearn spoke up so strongly should have 
observed that 
Love is too young to know what conscience is, 
but Hearn evidently believed fervently in his reading of what facts we have and in 
the integrity of Shakespeare as the solid English worker. But interpreting Shakespeare 
to the Japanese was hard work, and the ethical atmosphere of "Measure for 
Measure " cost the lecturer some tortuous toils of explanation. But explain he did 
-and that explicitly. 
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IN A SERIES OF LECTURES 
By Lafcadio Hearn 
EDITED BY 
R. TANABE 
This book contains Lafcadio Hearn's . confidential lectures on 10 strange 
figures in English Literature given to a small group of advanced students at 
Tokio Imperial University. 
Profound sympathy on the part of Hearn, who also was quite a character, 
with strange geniuses in English Literature characterizes his lectures. 
Hearn never lectured on similar subjects again, except on William Blake, 
and his second lecture on Blake is included in this book. 
The ten strange figures treated by Hearn are William Blal{e, Bernard 
de Mandeville, Erasmus Darwin, \Villiam Beckford, Christopher Smart, 
George Borrow, Monk Le,vis, Thomas Lo,vell Beddoes, Waiter Savage 
Landor and Thomas Love Peacock, who all have left strong and peculiar 
landmarks in English literature. 
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Reviewed by the Japan Advertiser, 
Dec. 4, 1927, under the heading 
'' Literary Eccentrics '' 
Blake interested him so much that he devoted two lectures, at separate 
times and with separate treatment, to the artist-mystic who is coming so 
remarkably into his own. . Eight of the ten pieces which Professor Tanabe 
has salved are printed now for the first time. 
The importance of the subjects varies, but there is no doubt as to their 
interest, and many readers besides Japanese students will be grateful to Mr. 
Tanabe for having brought Hearn's studies of half and-in a few cases-
wholly forgotten eccentrics together in a useful little volume. 
. . . . . . . . . " Monk" Lewis must be as clean forgotten as Mandeville, and few 
readers would now understand, let alone read, his fiction of clanking chains 
and gibbering skeletons, but it is interesting to get a glimpse of the incredible 
catacombs through which he led our grandfathers and grandmothers when 
they vvere very young. The book was worth putting together and it makes 
a useful addition to the Hearn series in which the Ifokuseido Co. has specialized. 
FORTHCOMING VOLUMES 
The following books of Hearn are all .Published 
for the first time by us, and offered in limited 
editions only. 
Lectures on Prosody 
£Ready for cf>ale Price 1.50 Postage 8 sen. 
Lectures on Flowers in English Poetry 
and English Tree Poetry 
To be published in Dec. 
Lectures on the Moon and Insects 
To be published in Jan. 1930 
Victorian Philosophy 




Priest & ~is CJ.)isciples 
TRANSLATED FRO .. !tJ THE JAPANESE) 
By 
Glenn W. Shaw 
Price 2.50 
Postpaid 
Fine cloth binding, with the front cover 
illustrated. 
This popular modern drama is a tale of love and religion woven about 
the life of Shinran Shonin, the founder of the great Shin Sect of Buddhism, 
whose favorite disciple loses his heart to and happily marries a pretty little 
tea-house girl in the gay Kyoto of seven centuries ago. Since its first pub-
lication in 1918, the Japanese original has gone through well over a bun• 
dred editions. 
The translator, Mr. Glenn W. Shaw is well-known in Japan as a devotee 
and translator of the modern literature of the country, and his · skill in trans-
lating the Japanese language into English is admitted, by all who can under-
stand the two languages, to be so flawless and admirable that the translation 
reads almost as natural as the original. More than fifteen thousand copies 
of the English edition were sold. 
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DURING the nearly three years that have elapsed since the stereotype plates of this book were destroyed along with the 
wealth of lives and property devoured by the earthquake .. 
kindled flames that swept over Tokyo during the first three days of 
September, 1923, several interesting things have happened to it. 
Last year it was retranslated into Dutch and published in Hol-
land, where it was received with interest. 
The year before, in France, it fell into the hands of Rotnain 
Rolland, who at once wrote to Mr. Kurata, asking permission to pub- · 
''With this tremendous play a young 
Japanese takes his place among the great-
est dramatists and profoundest thinkers 
of the age.'' 
-HAROLD F. RUBINSTEIN 
lish it in French. Permission was given, but whether a French trans-
lation has yet appeared, I have never heard. 
Meanwhile people in Japan have gone on comparing it sentence 
by sentence and word for · word with the origiqal, and two further 
" 
inaccur~cies in translation have kindly been brought to my notice. 
Availing myself of the opportunity offered by the present resetting of 
the type, these I have corrected. All other faults, I have left as they 
were. 
That the book has justified its existence, I an1 giad. There seems 
to be something in it that appeals to a good many people both in the 
East and in the West. 
-Glenn W. Shaw, Translator. 
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~f?u :f<mani 
~ . ' uaru~a ~ 
and 
Trans~(lted into English by 
Glenn W. Shaw 
Fine cloth binding, the front cover illustrated with 
a Japanese colour print. 
Price 2. 00, postpaid. 5 1/ 4 x 8" 
The most popular book of Japan's most popular 
living author. 
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Comments on the Plays by 
European Critics 
'' 't!CHIS volume of plays is a revelation of the common heart of 
the world irrespective of complexion. * * * " All the plays 
are full of Japanese traits-inns, temples, theatres, pilgrimages, and 
family life; but none the less Kikuchi Kwan, like an advanced Eu-
ropean, is engaged more with humanity than with nationality ; he is 
an ultra-modern Asiatic who abolishes the separate sense of continent 
and colour ; and he ranks amongst the foremost dramatists of the 
world. * * * * The translation by Mr. Glenn W. Shaw is very good 
and vigorous." 
-The Observer, Reviewed by Mr. Rune Gregory. 
" Indeed the West might learn something from these wonderful 
little dramas, loaded as they are with significance, beauty and great 
art. If there are more Japanese dramatists like Kikuchi Kwan, Japan 
has reason to boast of her modern drama. Nor has she anything to 
learn from Bernard Shaw and John Galsworthy.'' 
_u Morning Post." 
Highly appreciative reviews on the book have also appeared in 
~'Times Literary Supplement '', ''Daily Telegraph'', 
''Manchester Guardian'', ''Sunday Times'', '~Fortnight­
ly Review'', ''Nation and Athenoeum'', and ''Spec-





Glenn W. Shaw 
Price 2.00, postpaid 
Fine cloth, with the front cover Illustrated 
~ t~E original "HEIBON" (Mediocrity) was composed about 
twenty years ago, that is, at the rise of Naturalism in Japan. 
The author, ir' spite of this remarkable literary talent, had entertained 
an aspiration fo1 statecraft, and, in his later years, had rather a 
severe contempt aga:1st literary work. Yet he was indeed one of the 
largest figures of Meiji Literature. 
" M d. .t '' . t. ll t b. I A e IOCri y . . . . . . IS nrac I ea y an au o Iograp 1y.. . . . . . s a 
human document it is alive and moving and instructive, and as a 
sidelight on the literary mind during the formative period of Meiji it is 
significant •.....••.. 
From Introduction of the tmnslator. 
From ''Times Literary Supplement'' 
(London) 
November 10, 1927 
MEDIOCRITY. By FUTABATEI SHIMEI. Translated from the 
Japanese by GLENN W. SHAW. 7 1/2 x 5 1/4, xvii. + 195 pp. 
Kanda, Tokyo: Hokuseido Press. 
Mr. Glenn Shaw, who is favourably known in Japan as a devotee 
and translator of the modern literature of that country, judiciously 
introduces "Mediocrity" with an account of Futabatei's career--a 
singular one. Futabatei was originally a nationalist who studied 
Russian for his country's advantage in emergency, but Russian litera-
ture transformed him into a " library socialist " without means, and 
duly into a novelist and journalist. .. , Mediocrity " and his other 
works are considered the first real display of modernism in Japanese 
literature. His book is a strange medley of fineness and coarseness, 
photographic detail and mental posturing....... Admiration is due to 
the Tokyo publishers, who have printed the book with uncommon 
correctness and proportion. 
From the Japan Advertiser, Tokyo, 
August, 1927 
...... Why I should advise anyone to read this book I do not know. 
It will certainly not amuse, and amusement is what novel readers 
want. Yet if Futabatei does not see life whole he sees it steadily, and 
the acrid sincerity of the book redeems it. The man fights with life 
and is defeated but he goes down bloody but unbowed. Reading it, 
we see that Futabatei' s reputation is not an accident. All his charac-
ters are solidly·drawn, four-dimensional human beings, the fourth 
dimension in this case being soul, or the quality of being alive. 'fhe 
reader will not soon forget "Mediocrity." 




Glenn W. Shaw · 
', 
1 
• u' • ' ~ .,;- I I ' , ' • • <I '" (' f ' , ' , • 1 ' • ~ -t ~, 't, -..iC - • • j tQ 0 0 • -~~ 
To be published in December, 1929. 
Price 2.00, 276 pages with nearly 150 illustrations. Fine 
eloth binding, with the front cover illustrated from Kunisada's old 
print entitled '' Naniwa-no-Ashi." 
A beautifully illustrated book of '' things seen, heard, read, re-
membered, imagined and enjoyed " during five years in the biggest 
and, to Westerners, least-known city in Japan, by Glenn Shaw, trans-
lator of " The Priest and His Disciples," " Tojuro' s Love," " Medioc-
rity," etc., who finds a wealth of poetry, humor and pathos in the 
smoke and noise of the busy industrial . metropolis which has grown up 
on the site of romantic old Naniwa (Wave Flowers), at the reedy 
mouth of the Yodo · River, where Japan's first sovereign, Jimmu 
Tenno, advancing east to found an empire, beached his little fleet of 
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